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A long time ago I watched a 
film called ‘Pollyanna’

This game featured in the film. The game 
consists of finding something to be glad 
about in every situation, no matter how 

bleak it may be.

I will start us off. “I’m glad for family”, “I’m 
glad for kind people”, “I’m glad when the 
children at Hazeldene ask if I’m a child”.



Glad Game

• Choose a time when you and your family can think of something that 
makes you feel glad about something. Or happy! Glad may be a tricky 
concept for your child to understand.

• You may want to play this game once a week, every day or when the 
mood takes you.

• Invite your child to draw some pictures, copy the words, or you could 
scribe it for them.

Experiences and Outcomes 
• I am aware of and able to express my feelings and am developing the ability to talk about them. HWB 0-01a

• I enjoy exploring events and characters in stories and other texts and I use what I learn to invent my own, 
sharing these with others in imaginative ways LIT 0-09b/LIT 0-31a.



Memories from the film
White light is a mixture of colours – a spectrum. 

Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo and 

Violet are the colours in the spectrum. 
When light passes through a prism the light bends. As a 
result, the different colours that make up white light 
become separated. This happens because each colour has 
a particular wavelength and each wavelength bends at a 
different angle.

Pollyanna went into a community that was 
quite bleak, but she made everyone happy 
when they realised how special she was. This 
is when it made an impact and the whole 
town loved her.

I have experienced 
the vastness of the 
sky, and can 
recognise the sun, 
moon and stars and 
link them to daily 
patterns of life 
SCN 0-07a.

Exploring properties 
of light

Crystal prisms.



Put your memories in a tin

As a family write or draw to record some 
of your favourite memories and put them 
in a biscuit tin. When the moment feels 
right, open the tin and read each other’s.
“Sometimes you will not know the true 
meaning of a moment until it becomes a 
memory!”

I hope you get to see 
Pollyanna. All the pictures 
are clues..


